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Contact : Milka VonRhedey

February 13th, 2013
FASHION WEEK LAS VEGAS RETURNS FOR SEASON TWO
IN LAS VEGAS WITH AN INTERNATIONAL ROSTER OF DESIGNERS
February 11 th , 2013 ( LAS VEGAS)- Fashion Week Las Vegas will return to the runway to
host their second season of international fashion shows at the Sky Combat Ace Hangar
at 1420 Jet Stream Drive, Suite 100, Henderson NV, 89052. Over the last six months
Fashion Week Las Vegas has developed a strong following , and growing into an
international platform for designers from around the world. This season will feature the
collections of renowned international and national designers, as well as emerging talent.
The seven day event will include live performance by Frank Sinatra impersonator Gary
Anthony, designer installations, and a private lounge for buyers and press to meet
designers in an intimate setting after the runway shows. Opening Party and Closing
Party at the Marquee inside the Cosmopolitan on Monday the 18th and Friday the 22nd,
both nights the Marquee is hosting open bar from 11pm to 12midnight and free
admission with the Official Fashion Week Las Vegas Wrist Band.
A VIP opening reception on Sunday, February 17th. will kick off the week’s events at the
Sugar Factory inside the Paris Casino. This evening will be filled with delicious sweets
and special surprises throughout the night. Special menu catered by the Sugar Factory
of Las Vegas. Designer’s will showcase one look each for media and press to get a closer
look at what to expect on the runway for the week.
Make up & Hair Sponsors: CAMMUA Makeup Artist School, founder and owner Gia Deo,
a 30 year veteran in the makeup industry; has done fashion shows in Milan, Paris, New
York and LA.
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On Monday February 18 th the first designer to showcase on our runway is Couture
designer Jacqueline Quinn from NYC will show case here one of kind couture gown
created for Viviscal, who will be featuring this one of kind gown during Fashion Week
and our VIP Lounge during the lounge hours throughout the week. Jacqueline Quinn
will bring her Collection for the first time to the Runway in Las Vegas which immediately
following the collection is headed to the Oscars in LA.
Sharlenne Chen, of California will be showcasing her couture one of kind gowns, for
Monday’s runway shows. Australian native Rathenart by Rebecca Brady will show case
for the first time in the US, following is Julia Love with a 50’s retro feel to her line, she will
have the most appropriate back drop for her evening wear and day wear as the
inspiration is an Aviation related.
Emilse Benitez from Argentina, will show case a new collection never been seen before
until Monday Night. Emilse’s dedication to creating the line to be ready for this show will
be worth the wait a show you don’t want to miss.
Tuesday February 19 th will welcome the swim wear collections of Knaughty Kouture,
Fancy Swimwear by Liz Luque, and Australian Designer Saucy Rose. The inspiration
behind these designers is all different and should make an amazing show to attend.
Noora Alharthi from Saudi Arabia will also be showcasing her women’s every day wear
as well as her men’s collection later in the week. Dawn Sunflower a new emerging
designer will be showcasing for the first time in Las Vegas, her high end romantic
collection reflects the traditional trends influencing women. Dawn has created a
beautiful collection that is a must see. Doors open at 5:30 pm, with Runway shows
beginning after 7:30 pm nightly with no break in between.
Closing the Runway shows on Thursday 21st are Lindsay Lou of Australia, and Rory
Castillo of Sacramento, CA; A Latin inspired couture designer- his red carpet collection
will be an array of bright colors, and amazing combinations of fabrics, that will create a
romantic feel to the night. A special runway show displaying incredible one of kind
pieces from Costa Rica Hazel Gonzalez showcased on the runway with 15 models her
collection for Fashion Week Las Vegas 2013. Rounding off the evening we are featuring
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for the first time in the US, his men’s every day wear collection Robert Pointner from
Germany. “Peakfine”, his collection will consist of assorted leisure wear and unique
denim cut jeans for men. Noora Alharthi of Saudi Arabia showcased a couple’s runway
show, the featured separates that were coordinated with the look of the women’s line
with a matching trim or accent to create the synergy of the Blue Room Collection,
accessories were provided by Hazel Gonzalez of Costa Rica. For the grand finale we have
South African Designers Fritz and Johan Botha of F.Wilson Designs, who will be for the
second time returning to Las Vegas to show case their impeccable designs for women’s
bridal and evening wear.

Fashion Week Las Vegas Designers Bio’s and Runway Lineup for Fashion Week
Emilse Benitez was born in Buenos Aires, Argentina. She started her fashion design
education in 2000, at the age of 19, when she moved out on her own and continued
studying while working as a hair stylist. After 2 years Emilse started working as fashion
stylist for Javo Rocha´s theater group and began working free-lance for different
brands.
In 2003 Emilse finished her shoe design career and started working for head professor
Silvia Barreto. She went on, while pregnant of her first son, teaching in different
institutes and in Buenos Aires University (U.B.A.) for head professor Jorge Moragues. In
2006 after the birth of her son; she starts capacitating people for national social plans in
Moreno, Buenos Aires and works for Edgardo Mercado, choreographer and dancer for
two of his plays.
In 2008 Emilse finishes her Fashion Design education and in 2009 she starts her own
brand called “Ramona Cardozo”, in association with Cecilia Ciarlantini. After two years
later she ends her association with “Ramona Cardozo” and starts working with friend and
colleague Agustina Troyer for the rock band Babasonicos. In 2012 Emilse starts her new
brand "Benitez Emilse"; in August she was chosen as emerging designer in C.M.D.
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(Metropolitan Design Center) and shows her summer collection in BAFWeek (Buenos
Aires Fashion Week). Today she is head teacher in Clothing production techniques and
teacher of shoe design, both for head professor Silvia Barreto in U.B.A. and working next
to Agustina Troyer on a mini collection for Ona Saez (major clothing brand).

Aerithe by Sharlenne Chen – California

Sharlenne Chen has had a passion of designing ever
since she was twelve. Knowing that she wanted to be
a Fashion Designer, she studied the different aspects in
the field of fashion design at the Fashion Institute of Design and Merchandising. Upon
graduating, she learned the art of garment production in various fashion companies. In
the past eight years, she has also found a passion for pattern making and sewing. It is
now the time to put all the skills she has learned into creating a full collection and
presenting the world her point of view.
AERITHE’s designs are elegant, sophisticated, and sexy. The designs bring out the
beautiful shapes of a woman’s body. Sharlenne Chen incorporates inspirations from
nature, music, and even automobile design. With Sharlenne nothing is sacred.
Daydreams and everyday experiences end up finding a way into her designs.
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The Blue Room by Noora Alharthi- Saudi Arabia
My family have had a great influence on me, and have encouraged my interest in
everything creative. I have an awareness of the fashion industry as my father would take
me to his factories. There I was inspired by the designs for Saudi Airlines, he would show
me the collar swatches, designs and brocades. I was interested in how they were
constructed, the shape and the form of the pilots and flight attendants.
I’m at the moment studying Fashion Design in Saudi, before
that I was studying in Liverpool and studied BTEC National
diploma. I learnt how to design and furthered my sewing
machine skills. I also studied Fashion Design Diploma in
West London College and I enjoyed drawing, designing,
manipulating at the stand, sewing and fashion illustration.
I am good at working with a group, organised, imaginative
and determined. I am curious about new things in fashion. I
love meandering around, window shopping and look deeply
to the quality of fabrics and feel them. I admire the designers who event and create new
ideas of clothes, I just want to spend the whole day staring at everything. Such as the
colors, the designs, the fabrics, the details, etc.
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Living abroad alone and away from home was such a hard thing. But that has taught me
how to be independent, organised and it help build my confidence.
I am determined to graduate with a Fashion Degree. I want to be involved with the
Fashion industry and live in the fashion atmosphere. This is the one and only dream I
want to achieve.

Rathenart by Rebecca Brady- Australia
Since her first exhibition at the Foyer Gallery in 1997, Rebecca has continued to create
and exhibit works including exhibitions at Penrith Regional Gallery, Tap Gallery,
Darlinghurst, Art Moment Gallery, Bondi, MLC Gallery, Ultimo and Sydney Art 09 at the
Royal Hall of Industries, Moore Park and more recently at Fairfield City Museum and
Gallery.
Rebecca is now establishing herself as a designer, fusing art and fashion together. Her
first range from her collection Rathenart was launched for summer 2011. “Placing your
heart and soul into your work is one thing and seeing it hanging in someone’s house is
amazing. Taking art from the wall to the female form now completes my creative desire
as an artist for a third dimension”.
Rathenart Designs does not follow trends. They set their own. All fabrics are designed
and printed from original art and fashioned into High End/ Couture to Ready to Wear
fashion forward pieces. Rathenart Designs releases limited editions in each style to
confirm quality, originality and runway ready style. The Rathenart woman is original,
confident and flirty. With the ability to create unique styles for the individual and
showcase their own personality, wearable art is setting new trends. Follow the journey
from the palette to runway ready style. This is where art meets fashion. Follow the
journey from the palette to runway ready style. This is where art meets fashion.
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Julia Love by Cybil Waite – California
Cybil Waite is a Los Angeles based designer of the brand Julia Love. Originally from
Scottsdale, Arizona, Cybil moved to Tucson in 2009 to study fashion design at The Art
Institute of Tucson. After graduating in Spring 2012 she moved to Los Angeles, CA to
pursue a career in the Fashion Industry. She has since worked with local designers and
artists like Wren, RAW Artists, and Scott Benzel. Cybil has received such awards as RAW
Los Angeles Fashion Designer of the Year 2012 and OC Fashion Showcase Emerging
Designer Spring 2013 for her line Julia Love.
Julia Love is a vintage inspired line with rocker flare, created to empower the women
who wear it. Based in Los Angeles, the line is comprised of stand-alone garments that
use classic, structured silhouettes infused with modern styling. Julia Love is a brand that
focuses on developing themes for their collections that invoke feelings in people that go
beyond the current clothing trend.

Tuesday 19th, 2013 line up
Swim Designers
Saucy Rose by Sally Cook—Australia
Saucy Rose Swim and Resort Wear started 2 years ago, the dream and passion of founder
Sally Cook. In the past 12 months the collection has showed at The Sunshine Coast
Fashion Festival, The Gold Coast Fashion Festival and just recently Brisbane’s Mercedes
Benz Fashion Festival.
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The Brisbane’s Mercedes Benz Fashion Festival showed the Saucy Rose collection on the
catwalk next to Camilla, Jets, White Sands, Rebecca Manning and several other major
designers.
Sally Cook has journeyed into printing custom designed fabrics for her swimwear which
makes all of her pieces in the collection extremely unique with a very individual style of
its own.

Fancy Swimwear by Elizabeth Luqùe – California
Fancy Swimwear by Liz Luqùe TM presents a cutting edge swimwear collection with
designs that are richly bold in character with elements of chic elegance and a twist of
sexy. The meticulous attention that has been given in to the intricate details in the
production of each unique design will most definitely set new standards of fit
formulation. By introducing a collection of truly innovative designs made practical,
Fancy Swimwear by Liz Luqùe TM will certainly be on every woman’s summer ‘must
have’ list.

Safari Inspired
This collection includes exotic animal prints from: giraffe, tiger, cobra and zebra in
combination with fun bright colors and sexy silhouettes check it out!
For the adventurer, what would be better than showing your daring side in your
swimsuit? Discover which animal print speaks to you then express your animalistic side
in a Safari Inspired piece suits you best.
www.fancyswimwear.net
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Knaughty Kouture by Inell Wilson – Nevada

Inell Wilson was born in Elizabeth City, NC to two wonderfully skilled parents,
who inspired and sparked her creativity at an early age. Her father earned an
engineering degree and was always building something. Whereas, her mother
liked to sew quilts and blankets on the weekends. Inell enjoyed helping her
mother sew her blankets. She thought it was so fascinating to be able to create
something from nothing! Like most young girls, Inell gravitated to making
clothes for her dolls. However, her "passion for fashion" was not piqued until her
early twenties; while working in retail for five years. Inell began to dream of
becoming a designer one day. It was merely just a dream. Then one day she and
a childhood friend were comparing their swimwear, and they began to take a
closer look at the work that was required to create one. They realized how easy it
seemed to create and sew. Soon thereafter, Inell began to create her own
designs. People started to take notice of her designs and began requesting her
to sew swimwear for them. Upon gaining more exposure for her swimwear
items, her orders began to roll in! Before she knew it, she had turned a simple
hobby into a business venture! Inell Wilson is proud to introduce her Athena
Kollection this spring 2013! This collection has very unique styles that range from
conceit to modest. All beautiful, all elegant, with an added touch of
sophistication, contouring to fit every curve! Indulge yourself into The Athena
Kollection, and let Knaughty Kouture, kouture your body!

Dawn Sunflower – California
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From the outset, Dawn Sunflower has been known for her unique, classic, and
elegant styles. Her 1st "R-T-W" collection was inspired by "Day and Night" inside
a single moment. Delicate fabrics such as velvet, wool blend and others fabrics
are mixed to create a black and white contrast single piece garments, which
embody are simplicity and class. The search for soulfulness and sensitivity in the
collections has evolved into a thoughtful and complex sensibility in all garments
and accessories.
The Blue Room by Noora Alharthi – Saudi Arabia
Men’s Collection
My family has had a great influence on me, and have encouraged my interest in
everything creative. I have an awareness of the fashion industry as my father would take
me to his factories; there I was inspired by the designs for Saudi Airlines. He would show
me the colour swatches, designs and brocades. I was interested in how they were
constructed, the shape and the form of the pilots and flight attendants uniforms. I’m
now studying Fashion Design in Saudi Arabia, before that I was studying in Liverpool
and studied for the BTEC National diploma. I learned how to design and furthered my
sewing machine skills. I also studied Fashion Design Diploma in West London College
and I enjoyed drawing, designing, manipulating at the stand, sewing and fashion
illustration. I am good at working with a group, organised, imaginative and determined.
I am curious about new things in fashion. I love meandering around, window shopping
and to look deeply at the quality of fabrics. I admire the designers who invent and
create new clothes designs; I just want to spend the whole day staring at everything; the
colours, the designs, the fabrics, the details, etc. Living abroad alone and away from
home was such a hard thing, but that has thought me how to be independent,
organised and built my confidence. I completed the “Introduction to geometric
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modelling for fashion design” workshop organised by Geometric Modelling and
Scientific Visualization Centre in King Abdullah University of Science and Technology
(KAUST). At the moment I’m a Student Government of Dar Al Hekma (Fashion Design
Representative) in Dar Alhekma College in Saudi Arabia and the president of the Fashion
Club in the fashion department.
I am determined to graduate and have Fashion Bachelor Degree. I want to be in Fashion
industry and live in the fashion atmosphere. This is the one and only dream I want to
achieve.

Thursday 21st
F. Wilson Designs, Designer Fritz Botha – South Africa
It is very seldom that one designer’s vision so fully
compliments another - Fritz is the younger brother of the F
Wilson pair who has an eccentric flavor and an energy that
is unstoppable and that definitely translates into the
designs the duo works on. Fritz has obtained his diploma in
fashion designing from Damlin College although he will
always say he learnt everything he knows from working
with Johan.
Fritz is happiest and most inspired when he is left to work
uninterrupted in his creative bubble with his IPod playing Celine Dion.
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Fritz’s most redeeming talent is to ruche and breath movement into any fabric he lays
his hands on. When a dress is complete in Fritz’s eyes there will not be anything plain
about it or any easy way to replicate it.
Fritz will never let someone leave the studio unsatisfied or turn any idea aside.
Johan
It all began in an apartment with one rickety sewing
machine... Johan has had to work for everything he has
become, what impresses him most is hard work and
dedication from those around him.
Johan is inspired by everything tangible or imaginable; any
theme will hold an element of beauty to him. Johan can
see a pattern mapping itself out on a piece of fabric and
can envision a dress and color to celebrate any women’s
figure and complexion without having to blink.
Although Johan has had no formal training himself it makes him happy to pass on his
vast expanse of self taught knowledge, Fritz is the success story of his amazing talent of
patience and willingness to help. Johan has recently started a fashion designing school
with in-industry training to give others the platform he never had.
Nothing is too much to ask Johan – he will set out on any adventure to make someone’s
dreams come true.
www.fwilsonfashion.co.za
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Hazel Gonzalez Jewelry – Costa Rica

Born in San Jose Costa Rica on 25 March,
since childhood she was a design lover,
during high school she designed her own
clothes, when she wanted to study at the
university, any university offered design,
so she decided to study tourism,
administration and marketing, has
worked in these areas. She is married and
has two children, but it was not until 3
years ago when decided to make a stop
and think about her dreams. And
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remembered the deepest dreams of her heart.
It was a time of much reflection, prayer and rediscovery, because the road was not easy.
She had to sacrifice family time, find money, but most remain steadfast in what she
really wanted. The first piece she makes was very bad but their children were who
motivated not to give up her dream. She decided to start jewelry studies design in a
small school then moved to a larger one and from the start and had sketches of 20
pieces for her collections. She took advantage of every travel within Costa Rica to seek
her inspiration and she makes unique pieces, autochthonous, reflecting something of
the beauty of Costa Rica. Recently she began her company: Metamorphosis, intends to
form an association of jewelry designers in the country. She really wants to be an
inspiration for people to do what they really love, and also to have faith in them.
www.hazelgonzalez.com
Rory Castillo Designs - California
Rory Castillo’s fascination with fashion design and his love for the silver screen began at
an early age. His father named him after
the legendary Hollywood leading man,
Rory Calhoun. Many of Castillo’s warmest
memories are of enjoying films with his
father – from Mexico’s Golden Age of
Cinema and Hollywood’s popular classics.
While his namesake wooed such beauties
as Betty Grable and Marilyn Monroe, Rory
was building his deep appreciation for
the movies and high fashion.
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As a child, Rory was the go-to kid in his neighborhood for Halloween costumes. He
continued using his artistic skills throughout his schooling. Upon graduating high
school, Castillo joined the military. A three-year tour of duty in the Army took him to
Europe. While stationed in Germany, Rory enjoyed traveling throughout Europe; visiting
Spain, Italy, England, and France. He studied the historical fashions on display at The
Albert and Victoria Museum in London, the Louvre in Paris, and the Prado in Madrid,
which added to his appreciation of fashion as art. Castillo lived in Alicante, Spain
studying the art of paper maché and designing glamorous costume creations inspired
by his Spanish roots.
Returning to Sacramento, Castillo became involved with
charitable events, showcasing his designs for fashion shows,
gallery openings, and black-tie balls. Soon, the siren’s allure of
the silver screen pulled him towards the bright lights of
Hollywood. In Los Angeles, Rory quickly made a name for
himself, creating magnificent ball gowns for starlets and movie
producers. He worked on six feature films and four shorts,
including “Forgotten Voices,” based on a story he developed. Rory showed his designs in
fashion shows at many of Los Angeles’ most prestigious venues, including the Regal
Biltmore Hotel, Paramount Studios, the Scientology Center, Almansor Court Country
Club, the Mayan Theater, the El Rey Theater, the Hyatt Regency Hotel, and the historic
Hollywood Athletic Club. He was a sought-after guest on numerous Spanish-language
television shows, showing his intricate costume designs for the stage and runway.
Castillo worked with high profile entertainers such as Vicki Carr on the PBS special
“Memories/Memorias” and Rosie Hamlin of “Angel Baby” fame for the Red, White and

Rock Concert. Yolanda Adams, Brandy, Golden Brooks, World Music singer Maria
DeBarros, Guillermina Quiroga of the Argentine Tango Troup Forever Tango, and the L.A.
chanteuse Rebekah del Rio have all performed or are currently wearing Rory’s original
creations for their stage performances.
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Lindsay Lou – Australia
Lindsay Lou designs especially for the confident, playful and spontaneous woman who
enjoys standing out from the crowd and who likes to allow her individuality to shine
through. One of her dreams is to share her love and passion for fashion design globally.
Her designs embody uniqueness, with an exaggerated retro flair and a classic glamour
with an ability to transform a little black dress into an individual creation. Every piece is
made with love, utilizing cotton, silk and jersey materials to create the perfect marriage
of fabrics and styles. As versatile as they are stylish, you can wow your girlfriends at a
casual luncheon, or you can steal the spotlight whilst painting the town red. Dedicated
to comfort, Lindsay Lou designs fit like a glove, allowing your inner-light to shine.
Lindsay Lou launched her first collection in Australia in May 2012 entitled ‘On the Prowl’,
which was such a success that Lindsay Lou has been inspired to prepare her next
collection.

Mens Collection:
Robert Pointer for “Peakfine” from Germany

Creativity was always very important to me, no matter if it was painting,
producing music and working as a Dj or designing and sewing my own cloth,
but as far as I had never any school-education in this field all of that took place in
my spare-time.
Therefore I completed a technical study as industrial engineer, but after 3 years of
working experience in international product- and project management for a
supplier of brake-systems for trucks I realized that I couldn´t go on like this. It
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was for sure one of the most difficult and painful decision I have ever taken in my
entire life:
I simply couldn´t resist any longer my desire to follow my heart to become a
fashion-designer.
So I quit my job at the age of 30 and applied at ESMOD, International School of
Fashion, Munich and studied fashion-design and pattern-making for 3 years and
never regret that decision for a single moment.
Already during the 2nd year I won a contest of PLAYBOY, Germany designing a
collection for the online-shop and became '3rd National Winner' at the TRIUMPH
INSPIRATION AWARD 2008 for the creation and realization of lingerie set.
I graduated in 2009 and received the 'Prix Modelisme Homme'-award for the
best mens-collection.
After school I started my own fashion-label 'peakfine', a sophisticated casual-chic
mens-collection with individual details (www.peakfine.com) and sold a first
collection in limited quantities in Germany.
Right now I am working for a German sport-retailer with 19 stores in Germany in
design and product-management, responsible for their own brand in fitness- and
yoga-wear, doing everything from trend-research, colors, design & graphics of
the collection, price-negotiations and meetings with suppliers in Turkey/ India/
China, to checking fabrics and approval of samples.
Besides I am still working on my own brand ‘peakfine’, hoping to launch it
successfully in near future and make my dreams come true.
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The Blue Room by Noora Alharthi Saudi Arabia
Men’s Collection
My family have had a great influence on me, and have encouraged my interest in
everything creative. I have an awareness of the fashion industry as my father would take
me to his factories. There I was inspired by the designs for Saudi Airlines; he would show
me the collar swatches, designs and brocades. I was interested in how they were
constructed, the shape and the form of the pilots and flight attendants.
I’m at the moment studying Fashion Design in Saudi, before
that I was studying in Liverpool and studied BTEC National
diploma. I learnt how to design and furthered my sewing
machine skills. I also studied Fashion Design Diploma in
West London College and I enjoyed drawing, designing,
manipulating at the stand, sewing and fashion illustration.
I am good at working with a group, organised, imaginative
and determined. I am curious about new things in fashion. I
love meandering around, window shopping and look deeply
to the quality of fabrics and feel them. I admire the designers who event and create new
ideas of clothes, I just want to spend the whole day staring at everything. Such as the
colors, the designs, the fabrics, the details, etc.
Living abroad alone and away from home was such a hard thing. But that has taught me
how to be independent, organised and it help build my confidence.
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I am determined to graduate with a Fashion Degree. I want to be involved with the
Fashion industry and live in the fashion atmosphere. This is the one and only dream I
want to achieve.

Noora’s designs are classic and custom for the men’s collection she showcased
on the runway this February 2013 on Thursday 21st she was the only designer
that did a collection to coincide with a look as a couples showcase. Images
provided with request.

A Special Thank you to our sponsor’s:
Patty’s Closets, CAMMUA, The Sugar Factory, Christian Dior, MAC, and the Marquee.
A special thank you to the Sky Combat Ace Hangar for our amazing Venue.

Contact:
Milka Von Rhedey
mvr@fashionweek-lasvegas.com
702.592.0055

Jessica Taylor
jt@mvrmediagroup.com
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ABOUT THE VENUE

LAS VEGAS’ MOST EXTREME ADVENTURE TAKES FLIGHT
Enjoy the adventure-of-a-lifetime with Sky Combat Ace (SCA) as you suit up for a wild
aerobatic flight of non-stop spins, barrel rolls, hammerheads and loops high above Las
Vegas. With the glittering Strip and desert mountains as a backdrop, SCA is the nation’s
ultimate flight experience.
Guided by an expert aerobatic pilot, take the controls and live out your “Iceman” or
“Maverick” fantasies with the Top Gun package; or take on the extreme (and aptly
named) Adrenaline Rush, combining world-class aerobatics with air-to-air dog fights.
Not for you? Ditch the tricks and enjoy a sightseeing adventure in an open-cockpit
biplane for incomparable views of the Hoover Dam and Red Rock Mountains, or a night
flight over the bright city lights.
Pull down your goggles and step into SCA’s brand new Extra 330LC; or turn back the
clock and become a WWII airman in SCA’s authentic T-6 Texan Warbird; or fly like the
Red Baron in the Waco Classic YMF-5C open cockpit biplane.
SCA delivers something for everyone with five types of experiences, whether for a firsttime flight fanatic or advanced aviator:
•

Aerobatic Flights – Star in your very own air show! Become wingman to one of
SCA’s 10 professional fighter pilots and learn the art of basic flight maneuvering.
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You fly the plane under the supervision of SCA’s pilots to execute loops, rolls,
hammerheads and spins.
•

Aerial Dogfighting – Reenact your favorite “Top Gun” moment as you chase
your opponent through the Nevada skies like a real fighter pilot. Feel the thrill of
“the kill” as you aim and shoot your adversary using SCA’s special effects. If your
aim is good, you’ll get instantaneous feedback as smoke flows from your
opponent’s plane. Fight’s on!

•

Multi-Day Adventures – Can’t choose just one? Indulge your need for speed and
break up your SCA experience over a few days time span. Or, build your skills by
reattempting the same package the next day!

•

Sightseeing Packages – In an open-cockpit biplane fit for two (plus a pilot),
enjoy aerial views of the Mojave Desert while flying over Las Vegas landmarks
such as the Hoover Dam, Red Rock State Park, and the world-famous Las Vegas
Strip (night flight options also available).

•

Spectator Packages – Invite your friends to watch the action in SCA’s nonaerobatic aircraft, where they can take in your incredible experience from an
unrivaled vantage point only a short distance away.

ABOUT SKY COMBAT ACE:
Sky Combat Ace (SCA) offers Nevada’s only civilian aerial combat training center. SCA pairs you
up with actual fighter pilots to learn the art of basic fighter maneuvering. Under the supervision
of SCA’s highly trained fighter pilot instructors, you are the one at the controls, you are the one
squeezing the trigger, and you get the satisfaction of scoring a hit on your opponent. SCA has
something for everyone with five different types of flights including sightseeing tours and
spectator flights in addition to aerobatic, aerial dogfighting, and multi-day adventures. Safety is
the top priority at Sky Combat Ace; SCA pilots have amassed a perfect safety record with zero
accidents or incidents. All of the pilots are chosen for their experience and unique qualifications
that make them the best in the business.
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Official FWLV After Party and Closing Party
for Fashion Week Las Vegas
MARQUEE Nightclub & Dayclub at The Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas
A destination for the world’s premier music talent with an impressive roster of
international DJ residencies, Marquee Nightclub & Dayclub at The Cosmopolitan of Las
Vegas brings international entertainment to one multi-level setting.
From the forces behind such New York and Las Vegas destinations as TAO and LAVO,
Marquee changed the nightlife landscape with its 2011 New Year’s opening. The
monumental 60,000 square-foot, David Rockwell-designed venue encompasses seven
bars that transition patrons between three distinct spaces and variant musical
experiences.
Drawing focus in the Main Room is a 40 foot LED DJ booth and projection stage which is
surrounded by plush coliseum-style banquette seating and two dance
floors. Overlooking the spectacular main floor is a lavish, Library style room offering an
intimate lounge experience accentuated by a fireplace, a billiard table and vintage
books whose contents delve into captivating Las Vegas history ranging from gambling
to showgirls. Venturing further into the venue, club-goers encounter the lower level
Boom Box Room, an intimate boite with strip views and separate DJ, with a state-of-theart sound system.
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